Contest Add-Ons Description and Rules

Dice Roll Contest
Only four (4) contestants may attempt only one Roll of four (4) dice. Each attempt must made with the dice and from the
dice cup provided by Stellar Hole-In-One. If the Dice all land flat on the game surface and all four dice show only one (1) dot
on the top surface the contestant wins the Grand Prize. We are also providing a prize** as a consolation prize for the
contestant with the lowest score if there is no Grand Prize winner.
Grand Prize Value: Your Choice – see * below - Limit One Prize only
The contestants may be selected by a random draw or through a qualifying skills competition. Current or former employees
of the prize sponsor, family members, agents, successors, or assignees of the sponsor or any promotional agency associated
with this promotion are ineligible to participate.
Contestants may not practice or warm up nor shall there be any qualifying rolls with the contest dice provided by Stellar
Hole-In-One
The game surface must be flat and conducive to rolling dice. We recommend a surface with walls to contain the dice within
the field of the video recording.
All Dice must land flat within the field of the video recording. Should any dice not land completely flat on the surface and be
stacked on another die or leaning against any surface that roll is deemed invalid and must be repeated with all four dice.
The contest must be recorded on video reflecting the opening of the bag containing the dice and all four attempts without
interruption. The video must be positioned to record the full game surface and the dice must stay within the field of the
video recording throughout the attempt to be valid.
In the event of a claim you must provide a continuous unedited video recording of the contest To Stellar Hole-In-One along
with the statements of the winner and two non-participating witnesses and the other contestants.
* Choose from Grand Prize values of $2,500, $5,000 or $10,000 and the price will be set accordingly
**Consolation Prizes based on value of prize, for contestant with the lowest score, if no Grand Prize winner:
•
$2,500 prize gets one dozen golf balls
•
$5,000 prize gets a Cross Padfolio
•
$10,000 prize gets a Cutter and Buck Performance Writing Pad

Contest Add-Ons Description and Rules

Putting Contest
Only one Amateur contestant may attempt only one Stroke of a putt at least 50 feet from one predesignated Hole; this
Stroke must result in a Holed putt as defined by the USGA to win the Grand Prize.
Grand Prize Value: Your choice - see * below
Only one Amateur contestant may attempt the final “Grand Prize Putt”
•

This contestant may be selected by a random draw or through a qualifying skills competition. If the qualifying skills
competition is a putting competition qualifying putts must be no longer than 25 feet in length and be at a different
Hole than the Grand Prize Putt Hole.

Minimum Distance for Grand Prize Putt Attempt: 50 Feet
Only one Stroke is allowed for the Grand Prize Putt
The Flagstick must be removed from the Hole or Attended and removed from the hole prior to the ball reaching the hole and
must not interfere in any way with the ball.
There must be two non-participating witnesses to attest and a continuous unedited video record must be provided. This
video record must be taken from a position behind the Hole and the frame must include the contestant taking the Stroke the
prize Hole and the ball going into the Hole.
* You may choose a prize value of $2,500, $5,000 or $10,000 and price will be set accordingly.

Contest Add-Ons Description and Rules

Shootout Contest
___ (the number of contestants will vary based on your choice, see * below) Amateur contestants may attempt only one
Stroke from the minimum distance defined below to one predesignated Hole; this Stroke must result in a Holed shot as
defined by the USGA Rules of Golf to win the Grand Prize.
Grand Prize Value: Your Choice – see * below
___ (the number of contestants will vary based on your choice, see * below) Amateur contestants may attempt the final
“Grand Prize Shots”
•

The contestants may be selected by a random draw or through a qualifying skills competition. If the qualifying skills
competition is used to select contestants, the competition must be to a different Hole or the qualifying shots must
be no longer than 135 yards in length.

Minimum Distance: Men 165 yards – Women 150 yards
Only one Stroke per player is allowed.
There must be two non-participating witnesses to attest and a continuous unedited video record must be provided. This
video record must be taken from a position behind the green and the frame must include the participants taking the Grand
Prize shots and the ball going into the hole.
*The number of amateur contestants and the prize value will vary based upon your choices and the price will be set
accordingly. The following combinations are $100 each – 2 Amateurs for $100,000 Grand Prize value – 4 Amateurs for
$50,000 Grand Prize value – 8 Amateurs for $25,000 Grand Prize value.

